LIBERTY UTILITIES
GRANITE BRIDGE NATURAL (FRACKED) GAS PIPELINE

• 27 mile, 16”, 950 PSI natural gas pipeline along Route 101 from Manchester to Auburn, Candia, Raymond, Epping, Brentwood, Exeter & Stratham.

• New gas liquefaction facility in Epping with giant 170’H x 200’W liquified gas (LNG) storage tank.

• Decades of dependence on fossil fuels put health and safety at risk, with reduced air quality, especially near metering & compressor stations.

• As segmented pipelines are connected & gas is exported, prices will rise.

* Locally generated renewables provide energy independence, new jobs and economic benefits to our state and region. (Gas is NOT renewable!)

Choose clean air & water, scenic vistas, tourism, sustainable jobs & the economic benefits of renewable energy!
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For families, business, economy & future…it’s time for renewables.

View our interactive map on our website!
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